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How can we best protect the polar marine environment against pollution? Leading scholars on environmental
law, the law of the sea, and Arctic and Antarctic affairs here examine this important question. To what extent

do existing global instruments of environmental protection apply to the Arctic Ocean and the Southern
Ocean? Can the arrangements adopted at regional, sub-regional and national levels provide adequate
protection? This book examines and compares various levels of regulation in protecting the marine

environment of the Arctic and Antarctic, with specific attention to land-based activities, radioactive waste
dumping, and shipping in ice-covered waters. Developments since the establishment of the Arctic Council in
1996 and the entry into force of the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty in 1998 are

also discussed. This is a volume that will appeal to polar specialists and to all those interested in
environmental law and policy.

Levels of Regulation in the Protection of the Polar Marine Environment 1. The negotiations of the Polar Code
in the IMO come as a recognition of a need of additional and mandatory regulations of shipping in these
waters for safety and environmental protection purposes. Protect key ecosystems efforts have begun to

identify ecologically and biologically significant areas in the Arctic marine environment.

Polar Marine

Vigni Patrizia . PAME develops and coordinates strategic plans programs assessments and guidelines
complementing existing legal arrangements aimed at protection of the Arctic marine environment. protecting
specific sites. Through implementation of the Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act MPRSA EPA

Headquarters and Regional Offices work together to safeguard the ocean by preventing or limiting the
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dumping of any material that would adversely affect human health and the marine environment. Fast and free
shipping free returns cash on delivery available on eligible purchase. Davis Antarctic Environmental

ProtectionA Collection of Australian and International Instruments1997. For environmental groups that had
pushed for years to protect an estimated 54 species of deepsea coral and hundreds of marine species including

endangered North Atlantic right whales and Kemps ridley sea turtles Bidens decision was gratifying.
Environment. But more importantly it contains . How can we best protect the polar marine environment

against pollution?. Protecting the polar marine environment law and policy for pollution prevention edited by
Davor Vidas. The Office of Ocean and Polar Affairs represents United States interests in the Regional Seas
Programme RSP an initiative created by the United Nations Environment Programme in 1974 to protect the
marine environment in specific regions around the world. Cambridge University Press Cambridge 2000. Olav

Schram Stokkeis Research Director at the Fridtjof Nansen Institute.
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